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Dependable Solutions
Dependable Solutions is the producer of safety discharging systems
- devices „Bullet Crusher“, tested and certified by Military Testing
Laboratory.
We have designed and developed the unique,
portable Ballistic descharging systems for your
safe manipulation with the gun.
We are proud supplier of Law Enforcement,
Military and Special Units and Shoting Sport
Industry throughout Europe.
The company is based in Prague, Czech Republic.
Bullet Crusher is used to safely discharge what
ever kind of the firearm. The device can contain up to cal. 12,7 BMG.
The unique cartridge of BC is able to defragment and halt all kinds

of ammunition used world
wide, including the bullets
with the stainless core.
The construction of the
equipment is sophisticated
and resistant that in spite of
the compact size is able to
provide the safe discharging of high-speed bullets.
There are two basic models BC-1, smaller, lighter version of BC, up to
11000J and the „army“ model BC-2, up to 17000J, the bigger brother
of BC-1, made of SSAB HARDOX STEEL.
Both models are portable and can be wall, table car mounted, or
supplied with the stand. Offering various upgrades, colors, prints as
per the clients requests.
Our main target and focus is to increase your comfort and safety and
prevent injuries.
Visit us at Hall 6P , stand 240.

www.2dds.cz

Help to Help others. That is Why GUMOTEX
Offers Products Tailored to users’ Experience
What requirements does a tent need to
meet, so it can easily withstand both Sibe
rian frosts and African heat? What materials
will last for months, even years, of conti
nuous deployment? These are just some of
the many issues that GUMOTEX focuses on
when developing new products for the army,
police, fire-fighters, and rescuers. A poor
response is simply out of the question, as
health and lives of people are often at risk.
Without putting end-user experience at the
top most priority, it is not possible to
produce the quality equipment that
is used by the military in deployment
and by rescue teams. GUMOTEX in
sists on this! That’s why, this August,
the Army of the Czech Republic was
invited to its production plant in
Břeclav. The theme was clear: impro
vement of the basic military tent,
which Czech soldiers have become
familiar with over the past three
years and have particularly praise
for its versatility and resistance.
“These are the design features most
valued by the military. Our tents
remained standing during an inter
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vention being inflated for nearly two years,
and, as confirmed by the soldiers who
worked in them daily, the tents would hardly
get such a stress test anywhere else. However,
they succeeded,” said Pavel Polák, Sales
Manager of Rescue Systems brand.
It is just field-based knowledge that helps
developers to adjust every detail on the
tents to the customer’s satisfaction. “We have
changed the accessories on the new type of
tent: we took the strain off the portable
generator, increased the self-sufficiency of
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the tent unit, reduced its total weight, and
the most import thing is that we reduced its
purchase price,” said Pavel Polák describing
some of innovations.
His team and he are also following the latest
trends, integrating them during development as well as into production. “The army,
no matter from which country, requires the
lowest energy intensity as possible. That is
why we are working with the Military Re
search Institute on various tent designs and
accessories so that the tent units consume
as little energy as possible, and, at
the same time, they provide users
with the same comfort as before,”
mentioned Polák.
At present, the Czech Army uses
about 100 inflatable tents and more
than 10 large halls from GUMOTEX.
For the Army, it is absolutely essen
tial that the materials used must
have the maximum amount of dura
bility. “Each of these tents must be
able to withstand, without difficulty,
not only on home soil in the Czech
Republic but also in Africa or vice
versa in Siberia,” concluded Polák.
www.gumotex-rescue-systems.com

